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After walking for miles, we are yet to go a long way. At YPLBCT we have marched our way the last 4
months to envision Yelahanka Puttenahalli Lake turning into a Bird Reserve with Fresh Water flowing into
the lake, recharging our Bore wells and keeping our place green and clean.
– YPLBCT Team

UPA Lokayukta Visit and action taken.
Upa Lokayukta has visited Puttenahalli Lake on 2nd February 2014 and inspected the sources of
water. He has instructed Forest Department, BWSSB and other agencies to ensure no Sewage
flows into the Lake.
BWSSB - As per instruction from UPA Lokayukta to BWSSB, YPLBCT pursued Mr.Basha AE to
stop the flow of sewage coming from high rise buildings, layouts ,labour colony and CRPF into
the lake from Doddaballapur Road side. Though they have taken action to stop the flow, they
have now diverted the sewage flow through ‘Rajakalava’ leading to another lake ie Yelahanka
Khare.

(Sewage connected near Puttenahalli Lake below the culvert letting the water go to Raja Kalave.)

We noticed sewage flow from large broken manhole passing through storm water drain at
Yelahanka 5th phase near Neha Prakash Hospital and flowing into the lake. This was brought to
the notice of concerned AE of BWSSB who has not taken any action to date.

Subsequent to his visit Upa Lokayukta has visited the lake again on Sunday 30th March 2014 and
has inspected the work that is carried out by the Government Agencies. He has also visited the
Defunct STP along with YPLBCT team and advised BWSSB Chief Engineer to comeback with
action plan on ensuring the STP is revived. Upa Lokayukta has advised that a meeting be held in
his office along with BWSSB to see a detailed plan by BWSSB on STP.

Upa Lokayukta at STP at Phase IV

Tender by LDA- Consequent to floating of tender by LDA for preparation of DPR, the trustees of
the lake had called on CEO ,LDA to impress upon him to develop the lake on bio-diversity
model, so as to preserve the lake as ‘Birds Reserve’. CEO was very kind and receptive and his
views on lake development was similar to ours. He was kind enough to suggest that once the
bidder is selected, he would invite some of our trustees to involve in preparation of DPR .The
last date for submission of tender is 29 Mar 2014.

STP Revival
The existing STP at ‘Yelahanka 4th phase is defunct and presently used as pumping station to
pump about 1 MLD of sewage to ‘Yelahanka Tertiary treatment Plant. We were given to
understand that about 10 years back this plant was used to treat 3 MLD of sewage and the
treated water was a source of supply to the Puttenahalli Lake. If this plant is made operational
which is located in approximately 5 acres of land, then it will be an additional source of water to
lake. As of yesterday even the pumps used for pumping sewage to Tertiary plant is nonoperational and hence, sewage is diverted directly into the lake.

TREE’s GPS Mapping
Students of Seshadripuram college along with Professor Santanu Das are on the job to
mark the trees using GPS and Numbering the trees. More details to come soon in next
newsletter.

JOIN US – To Strengthen the Moment
Feel free to share the news letter with your friends and family who live in and around
Yelahanka. We want more members so that we can together achieve a clean
neighborhood.

If you are a community of 50 or more, we the YPLBCT team can come to your community
to give you updates on the developments and also seek a membership drive.
Feel free to send an e-mail to YPLBCT@puttenahlli.org

Read more on YPLBCT at Citizen Matters:
http://bangalore.citizenmatters.in/blogs/like-a-lake/blog_posts/a-functional-stp-required-foryelahanka-puttenahalli-lake
http://bangalore.citizenmatters.in/blogs/like-a-lake/blog_posts/yelahanka-lakes-review-by-upalokayukta

